Date: 4.2.20
Present:
Primary: 2JM-Robert Stephenson; 2SO-Alfie Rigby; 2HS? 2CB-Sebastian Wilkinson; 2BT-Ned Piper; 2LC Jake
Watson; 1SH, 1EB, 1OF, 1NG, 2JG,
Secondary: 3EM?; 3KB-Jack Widdowson, George Smith; 3ML? 3RC-Jack Rigg; 4SR-Joe Woodhouse; 4PCRebecca Hart, Ryan Metcalfe; 3RH-Ahmad Haseeb; 3VK-Matthew Drummond, Zoe Mayhew; 4KC- Joe
DeMoulpied; 3JSD – Callum Donaldson; 3NC, 4BN, 4PW
Chair:
Minutes taken by Miss Masterman
Reminder of rules;
Only one person speaks at once
We respect the ideas of others
Welcome to Mowbray School Council, our pupil voice.
Our role is to work together to make Mowbray School even better.
AGENDA•

Homework – Progress Pathways

Minutes of the meeting
Miss Masterman explained that homework was a statutory thing and that
all children have to do it. She explained that we get around it at Mowbray
by having the Progress Pathways, but some people do not complete these
properly. She then asked what students would like instead.
One suggestion was a “Chore Chart” where they could record all the things
they do at home, such as taking the dog for a walk or washing up.
One suggestion was to set proper homework sheets, such as a maths sheet
with questions on to be answered.
One suggestion was to just keep using SumDog and Lexia
One suggestion was to use the computer to do other educational activities
One final suggestion was to keep the Progress Pathways
We did a vote for who wanted to keep PPs and who wanted set homework
sheets. The result was a tie, with 8 PP and 8 Set Homework.
The meeting concluded with students asking if those that wanted PPs,
could keep doing them, whilst those who wanted homework sheets could
have these. Miss Masterman explained it would be the choice of the class
teachers, but she would discuss this with Mrs Staple and Mrs Oliver.
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NEXT MEETING- Tuesday 10th March 9.05am in the Hall with Miss
Masterman and Mr Wilford
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